Internet-enabled enterprise applications often fail to meet their performance requirements. This can lead to development delays or, even worse, loss of business due to customer dissatisfaction with sluggish or unreliable service. Inefficient enterprise systems are often the result of system developers making incorrect or suboptimal design decisions. Such decisions occur because today's enterprise applications are extremely large and complex, and developers often don't completely understand the entire application. Consequently, they often don't completely understand the performance implications of their design decisions, and as a result, systems frequently fail to meet their performance agreements.
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Current performance tools don't help much, because they generally operate by profiling the running application, which can produce a substantial amount of information. Developers must then sift through this data to identify their systems' performance issues. When dealing with large multiuser applications, where a typical load might be on the order of thousands of users, the amount of information produced during profiling can be unmanageable.
We introduce a framework for automatically detecting common performance design mistakes (antipatterns) in component-based enterprise systems. Our approach builds on performance tools by automatically analyzing the data that profilers collect. This new approach takes the onus away from the developer having to sift through performance data.
Instead, our framework makes use of data-mining and statistical-analysis techniques that automatically summarize the data and find patterns of interest, which might reveal suboptimal design choices. Figure 4 shows our framework architecture, 1 which comprises five main modules: monitoring, analysis, detection, assessment, and presentation. Although we believe we can apply the approach to any contextual composition framework, we're instantiating a prototype for Enterprise JavaBeans technology. The monitoring module monitors the running application and obtains a wide range of information including executed call paths (collected using the Compas monitoring tool), memory and CPU statistics, server resource usage, and structural and behavioral information.
The analysis module analyzes the information, collected during monitoring, offline to
• determine the overall system structure, • apply different data-mining algorithms (such as association rule mining, clustering, and sequential rule mining) to find patterns of interest, and
• apply statistical analysis techniques to summarize the data. The framework uses a rule engine to determine if any antipatterns exist in the system being tested. The data produced by the analysis module is loaded into a rule engine. Developers can easily write rules describing the performance antipatterns. The rule engine uses such rules to automatically analyze the data and detect antipatterns in the system. The antipatterns detected are assessed (and ranked) in terms of their performance impact using performance models and information collected during monitoring. Ranking the antipatterns lets developers focus on the ones that most affect performance. Finally, the antipatterns and their solutions are highlighted for the developer. Figure 5 shows the overall system structure of an application highlighted with an EJB antipattern. Developers can zoom in on particular antipatterns to view the antipattern details and corresponding solution.
